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Number the following events in order of how they happened in the story.

A. ______ Eating a book does not taste like chicken
B. ______ The three children leave the cave
C. ______ Leila and a place to live
D. ______ Parvana finds a baby
E. ______ Asif carries Hassan on his back
F. ______ The Treasure House
G. ______ Chicken and eggs
H. ______ Parvana’s father died
I. ______ Parvana sees Asif’s scars
J. ______ Parvana finds a boy
K. ______ Finding a box of bullets
L. ______ Throwing rocks in a mine field
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Character Traits
Circle the traits that best fit each character.

Asif

Baby

Leila

patient

preferred Asif

skipped

was looking for his
parents

was sometimes floppy

made morning tea

carried Hassan

learned to crawl

fed the ground so it
would protect her

knew many things
about surviving

fat and chubby

had a treasure house

got along well with
Parvana

sometimes too weak
to cry

watched for her
father

slept next to Hassan

fussed if Parvana was
not close by the first
days

ate pigeons

Wrote letters to a
friend, Shauzia

cried loudly when
the Taliban came

wanted Parvana to
leave her alone

called Parvana and
Leila dreamers

stood up at Leila’s

lived with her
grandmother
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Number the following events in order of how they happened in the story.

A. __12_ Eating a book does not taste like chicken
B. __6___ The three children leave the cave
C. _10__ Leila and a place to live
D. __2___ Parvana finds a baby
E. __7__ Asif carries Hassan on his back
F. _11__ The Treasure House
G. _8___ Chicken and eggs
H. _1___ Parvana’s father died
I. _4___ Parvana sees Asif’s scars
J. _3___ Parvana finds a boy
K. _5___ Finding a box of bullets
L. _9___ Throwing rocks in a mine field
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Character Traits Answers
Circle the traits that best fit each character.

Asif

Baby

Leila

patient

preferred Asif

skipped

was looking for his
parents

was sometimes floppy

made morning tea

carried Hassan

learned to crawl

fed the ground so it
would protect her

knew many things
about surviving

fat and chubby

had a treasure house

got along well with
Parvana

sometimes too weak
to cry

watched for her
father

slept next to Hassan

fussed if Parvana was
not close by the first
days

ate pigeons

wrote letters to a
friend, Shauzia

cried loudly when
the Taliban came

wanted Parvana to
leave her alone

called Parvana and
Leila dreamers

stood up at Leila’s

lived with her
grandmother
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Discussion Questions
1. Do you think the children in this story, Parvana’s Journey, are
experiencing anything similar to refugees today?
2. Why did Parvana make up the story about Green Valley?
3. How do you think it helped Parvana to write letters even if she
could not send them to Shauzia?
4. Was it difficult for Parvana to bury the three books? Why did
she have to make that choice?
5. Why did she stop at the cave even though a boy was angry
at her for going inside?
6. What did the children tell themselves about treasure in the
cave? What did they actually find?
7. Why couldn’t Parvana leave the two boys behind, Hassan
and Asif? Why could she have gone ahead alone?
8. How did Asif become a help? What things could he do?
9. Describe how Parvana might have felt when she wrote:
“My life is dust and rock and rude boys and skinny babies,
and long days of searching for my mother when I don’t
have the faintest idea where she might be.”
10. How do you think you would have felt if you had to make
such a journey?
11. Why did she pretend her family could come and live in the
cave with her?
12. When the story says,
“She was ashamed of herself for getting caught up in a
stupid dream, as though she were still a child.”
What did you think about this statement?
13. When Parvana writes her friend and asks why she is always
grumpy, what do you think a friend would answer in reply?
14. Parvana had to be the responsible person in the group of
children. She says she is tried of having to remember things.
Why does she want someone else to do the remembering?
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